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Executive Summary 
 
A large part of our recent history has been implementing administrative directives to reformat our 
programming. The primary result of these has been the adoption of the transfer model curriculum for 
this program, Studio Arts for Transfer, as well as the newer Art History for Transfer degree.  

These directives have not been without their particular successes. We were early adopters of the 
transfer model curriculum, because its central goal was to ensure that our students, after completing an 
educational journey here at Cerro Coso Community College, would be guaranteed admittance to a four 
year university with advanced standing. This simple and profound student-oriented decision brought 
about a score of intended and unintended consequences. 

Within the intended category - all of the classes were written anew in strict accordance with the model, 
processes for Student Learning Objective (SLO) assessment and data collection were initiated, and a set 
of course offerings was instituted. There is now a stable program via which students can graduate with a 
Studio Arts degree and transfer to a California State University or University of California campus. 
Corollary to this, we now offer classes on a more consistent two year basis, we can help students 
visualize a longer term educational pathway in the arts, and we can orient students to classes within our 
program that will help them achieve their individual goals. 

After several years of working within this program and in stricter accordance with state directives, we 
have come to realize that there have been negative and unintended consequences, as well. We have 
lost flexibility via the rigidity of our course offerings. The goal of the “fastest track to completion” that is 
inherent in this curriculum model is antithetical to the skills-based and developmental processes 
involved in art. We have lost an extremely valuable demographic - our lifelong learner students - 
because they can no longer repeat any of our classes, serve as a core group of students with which to 
build new classes, or work with us at an advanced level via independent study.  In a more general vein, a 
disproportionate amount of faculty time and energy is being put into institutionally driven processes, 
systems, programs, and paperwork. We continually find ourselves pulled away from traditional teaching 
values and practices. 

With that said, within the past few months we have hired two full time faculty members, and are 
looking toward the future. We have begun teaching classes and creating a functional studio space at our 
Tehachapi site, a feat that could not have been accomplished without President Board’s bold decision to 
hire full-time faculty to invest in this type of face-to-face, community building, and traditional education. 
This influx of new faculty has reinvigorated our department in a variety of ways. We look forward to 
assessing the needs of the community in Tehachapi, activating different student populations, and 
building adequate facilities to support a face-to-face, superior, college level art experience for all 
students. We also plan to work collaboratively to address our mandates and departmental goals, such as 
completing the scheduled revision of our course outlines of record, developing online content, 
establishing new departmental policies, and improving the quality of the studio facilities at our Indian 
Wells Valley campus. 
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All of the courses in the Studio Arts for Transfer program are taught from a modern, discipline-centric 
perspective; they are different in subject matter but interrelated in underlying philosophy. This 
approach allows students to continuously build on core knowledge, while their exposure to radically 
different materials in each discipline creates unique opportunities for growth and development. This is a 
true strength of our program. Another is the level of student success that our faculty and staff work to 
ensure. We employ a tried-and-true lecture/lab methodology, we spend considerable time working with 
students individually, and students are afforded lengthy and repetitive opportunities for developing 
technical and problem-solving skills. All of these items, unsurprisingly, lead to increased success in art 
production. Our studio classes are often a gateway through which even the most artistically 
inexperienced can ultimately produce individual works of art, and reap the benefits therein.  
 

Part 1 –Program Definition 
 
1.1- Catalog Description 
 
Studio Arts Associate in Arts Degree for Transfer (AA-T) 

The Associate in Arts Degree in Studio Arts for Transfer (60 units total, 24 units in major) prepares 
students for transfer to complete work for a baccalaureate degree in Arts, Studio Arts, Fine Arts, Art 
History, or Art Education. Upon successful completion of the program, students will know how to 
analyze and interpret the formal, technical, and expressive aspects of a work of art, whether as a viewer 
or creator. They will also demonstrate proficiency in basic art techniques. The program is appropriate for 
students going on to professional art school, as well as those completing their studies in fine arts, design 
fields (such as graphic and media arts, industrial and product design), art education, or art therapy.  To 
complete the degree, students must fulfill both of the following requirements: 

1. Completion of 60 semester units that are eligible for transfer to the California State 
University, including both of the following: 

a. The Intersegmental General Education Transfer Curriculum (IGETC) or the California 
State University General Education-Breadth requirements.   

b.  A minimum of 18 semester units in a major or area of emphasis, as determined by 
the Kern Community College District Board of Trustees. 

2. Obtainment of a minimum grade point average of 2.0 

Please note that our local Cerro Coso general education pattern MAY NOT be used to fulfill the 
requirements of this degree and that all required courses for the degree must be transferable to CSU. 

The catalog description is clear in its description of the program and its outcomes. In its present form, 
the program is expressed in a minimal amount of course offerings, a result of the effort to strictly 
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conform to the transfer curriculum model.  The department believes that there is room for growth and 
additional breadth in its course offerings and modalities. We are anticipating that the addition of new 
faculty hires will allow us to consider such expansion. 
 

1.2 - Program Learning Outcomes 
 
Program Learning Outcomes  

Upon successful completion of the program, the student will be able to 

A. Demonstrate knowledge of the arts through associated terminology, historical practices and 
contemporary developments.  

B. Identify the formal, technical and expressive aspects in visual artworks, using critical skills to 
describe, analyze, interpret and evaluate such works.  

C. Demonstrate proficiency in basic foundation level art techniques and practices.  
D. Use a wide range of materials and means of expression to communicate visual ideas, including 

traditional or digital studio practices. 
 
These Program Learning Outcomes (PLOs) embody the most elemental aspects of our Studio Arts 
program. Because each discipline (painting, sculpture, drawing, ceramics, etc.) involves training at the 
most basic level, these PLOs are necessarily somewhat generalized, but still in keeping with the core 
tenets of the program, and our department-wide instructional emphases.  

As this is a transfer program, we have designed the PLOs to reflect the primary goals of the array of 
course work contained within the Transfer Model Curriculum upon which it was originally based.  

These PLOs, because they so strongly correlate with the individual Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) for 
our courses, the teaching practices of our faculty, and our strong focus on engaging students through 
hands-on studio practices, are both realistic and achievable by students who fully engage in the 
program. They are measured through assessment rubrics directly tied to SLOs, as well as the completion 
of numerous assignments and projects undertaken throughout each course. 
 

1.3 - Courses/Program Matrix 
 
The program is simple, with limited offerings, and fairly rigidly structured; thus the path to achieving the 
PLOs is straightforward.  The successful completion of the required coursework strongly facilitates the 
students’ fulfillment of the program learning outcomes. The courses comprise an array of the most 
elemental aspects of a studio arts degree. Each course, while supporting a student’s eventual 
attainment of the PLOs, also presents a wealth of specialized, discipline specific instruction.  
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The concepts and principles in our courses that are related to the PLOs sometimes share common 
features (such as specific terminology, overarching design principles or aesthetic issues), but none of the 
coursework is redundant, because we teach from a modern, discipline-centric perspective. In fact, we 
believe that teaching courses that are different in subject matter but interrelated in underlying 
philosophy is a true strength of our program. This approach allows students to continuously build on 
core knowledge, while their exposure to radically different materials in each discipline creates unique 
opportunities for growth and development. The assessment artifacts in each course (projects and 
assignments) have been tailored to address course SLOs, and thus directly support verifiable PLO 
assessment. 

Course List 

ART C101 – Introduction to Art 
ART C105 – Survey of Western Art from Prehistory through the Middle Ages 
ART C106 – Survey of Western Art from Renaissance to Contemporary 
ART C111 – Two Dimensional Design 
ART C115 – Three Dimensional Design 
ART C121 – Drawing I 
ART C131 – Painting I 
ART C141 – Ceramics I 
ART C151 – Sculpture I 
ART C221 – Drawing II 
ART C231 – Painting II 
ART C240 – Ceramics II 
ART C253 – Sculpture II 
 
Matrix of Courses and Program Learning Outcomes Alignment 

Course  PLO A PLO B PLO C PLO D 
ART C101 X X X  
ART C105 X X   
ART C106 X X   
ART C111 X X X X 
ART C115 X X X X 
ART C121 X X X X 
ART C131 X X X X 
ART C141 X X X X 
ART C151 X X X X 
ART C221 X X X X 
ART C231 X X X X 
ART C240 X X X X 
ART C253 X X X X 
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1.4 –Long-term Schedule and Program Pathway 
 

There is a recommended pathway for classes in the Studio Arts Degree program. However, this pathway 
is not a rigid one. With the exception of a strong recommendation to take ART C121 Drawing I and ART 
C111 2D Design early on in the sequence, we do not believe that it is absolutely necessary for students 
to follow a singular path to completion. Students come to art with highly variable art production 
experiences, and exhibit decided predilections and abilities in specific areas. At times, these 
predilections should be supported, and at other times, students should be guided into expanding their 
skill set and zone of comfort. This is very often an organic process; we discover our students’ needs and 
interests on a personal level while teaching our studio classes. Once we get to know them, we can 
customize our recommendations for their educational journey, accounting for the faculty offering 
classes, specific course content, and what will best serve their long-term goals. 

Full time faculty have recently revised the program pathway in close collaboration with our Dean, and 
informed by discussions with our students. During the past few years, we experienced some difficulties 
in scheduling our ART C111 2D Design class, which - while being a core class - does not always have high 
enrollment. However, the new program pathway, and more importantly, the recent hire of additional 
full time faculty, will allow us to stabilize the offering of this class, and thus make it easier for students to 
complete the core classes.  

The pathway has always been arranged so that students can complete in two years. Additionally, we 
alternate days and times that the courses are offered, in order to accommodate as many students as 
possible. The Studio Arts Degree is not offered online.  

Our process for scheduling has evolved, and continues to evolve, based on feedback from our students, 
collaboration between faculty, our staffing and facilities (also considering the variation between sites), 
and recommendations from administration. We are highly flexible in regards to our schedule – all of us 
regularly teach on different days and at different times, based on our perception of how we are best 
serving our students.  

The key educational competencies in our program are largely defined by the structure of the Transfer 
Model Curriculum upon which the program is based. The program does not contain certificates or other 
milestones of completion.  

 

Long-term Schedule 

Courses Fall Year 1 Spring Year 1 Fall Year 2 Spring Year 2 

ART C101 X X X X 

ART C105 X X X X 

ART C106 X X X X 

ART C106H    X 
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Courses Fall Year 1 Spring Year 1 Fall Year 2 Spring Year 2 

ART C111  X  X 

ART C115 X    

ART C121 X X X X 

ART C131  X  X 

ART C141 X X X X 

ART C151   X X 

ART C221   X  

ART C253    X 
 

Recommended Pathway 

Fall Year 1 Spring Year 1 Fall Year 2 Spring Year 2 

ART C121 ART C111 ART C115 ART C131, 141, 151 or 

ART C221, 231, 240, 
253 

ART C106 ART C105 ART C131, 141, or 151 ART C131, 141, 151 or 
ART C221, 231, 240, 
253 

 

Suggested Chronological Order 

1. ART C121 – Drawing I 
2. ART C106 – Survey of Western Art from Renaissance to Contemporary 
3. ART C111 – Two Dimensional Design 
4. ART C105 – Survey of Western Art from Prehistory through the Middle Ages 
5. ART C115 – Three Dimensional Design 
6. No suggested grouping or order: ART C131 Painting I, ART C131 Ceramics I, or ART C151 Sculpture I 
7. No suggested grouping or order: ART C131 Painting I, ART C131 Ceramics I, or ART C151 Sculpture I 
8. No suggested grouping or order: ART C131 Painting I, ART C131 Ceramics I, or ART C151 Sculpture I 

              

1.5 - Conditions of Enrollment 
 
There are no conditions to enroll in the program. There are four second level studio courses that require 
students to take the first level course in order to enroll: ART C221 Drawing II, ART C231 Painting II, ART 
C240 Ceramics II, and ART C253 Sculpture II. These prerequisites are necessary and appropriate for 
students entering into second level studio courses. There is no need for statistical validation studies to 
confirm that ART C121 Drawing I is a required foundation to ART C221 Drawing II. Instead, we rely on 
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our professional opinions, and the similarity of that structure to almost all other legitimate studio arts 
programs of which we are aware.  The offering of upper level sections is fluid, based on factors such as 
student demand or staffing issues. Furthermore, a student can take any one of the courses offered. 
While this might be slightly more complex a pathway, it is corollary to our size and population. The 
fluidity of the pathway also provides multiple options for students based on their individual needs and 
aspirations. 

Department faculty members are attuned to the intentions and needs of student groups, and even 
individual students, and often discuss future enrollment strategies with students in order to help them 
achieve degree completion. 
 

Part 2 – Program Relevance and Demand 
 
2.1- Connection to College Mission 
 
The mission of Cerro Coso Community College is to improve the life of every student it serves. Through 
traditional and distance delivery, Cerro Coso Community College brings transfer preparation, workforce 
education, remedial instruction, and learning opportunities that develop ethical and effective citizenry 
to the rural communities and unincorporated areas of the Eastern Sierra. In doing so, we promise clarity 
of educational pathways, comprehensive and equitable support services, and a commitment to equity. 
Our goals are: 

• Maximize Student Success  
• Advance Student Equity Measures  
• Ensure Student Access  
• Enhance Community Connections  
• Strengthen Organizational Effectiveness 

 
The Studio Arts for Transfer program is most strongly aligned with the first two items of the college 
mission. It supports student success through its primary outcome – a transfer degree. Additionally, all of 
the classes in the program contribute to the general education distribution sequence.  On a more 
granular level, the length of our studio courses ensures that faculty and students are able to interact 
extensively one on one, which strongly supports individual student success. The very nature of the 
studio process is one of trial and error, through which the student is led inevitably toward success.  In 
regard to equity, our courses provide students with multiple opportunities to examine, discuss and 
express individual concerns and ideas related to diversity, race, identity, gender, and sexuality.  

The Department ensures its program is of high quality and appropriate by maintaining extensive 
interdepartmental dialogue between faculty and staff – topics include teaching strategies, effectively 
teaching a diverse population of students, providing students with sufficient material and instructional 
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support, to name but a few. In regards to its appropriateness as an institution of higher learning, our 
program and its classes are based on the Transfer Model Curriculum, which ensures that the coursework 
directly aligns with California’s transfer institutions. 

In addition, we actively solicit feedback from our students through formal and informal processes, such 
as student feedback surveys and individual meetings with students. Because we teach interactive studio 
classes, we forge close bonds with our students which results not only in high rates of retention, but also 
of success rates within classes. 

This primary goal of the college mission is directly addressed in the catalog description of the program: 
“prepares students for transfer to complete work for a baccalaureate degree in Arts, Studio Arts, Fine 
Arts, Art History, or Art Education.” 
 

2.2 -Relationship to Other Programs 
 
The Studio Arts for Transfer program is the only program at the college that provides a degree within 
the studio art discipline. Our department also offers the Art History for Transfer degree, and there are 
course requirements that are listed in both programs; however, the focus and majority of course work 
within the two programs are different. The Art History for Transfer program focuses primarily on courses 
that are history based, with only two required studio courses for degree completion, with the goal of 
transfer to a four-year program leading to a Bachelor of Arts degree. The Studio Arts for Transfer degree 
is designed for a student to transfer into a four-year program leading to a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree, 
and consists of a full complement of classes that are hands on. This program is based on the Transfer 
Model Curriculum, which has become widely adopted across California. It is, however, an on-ground 
program; thus we do not compete for students with Studio Arts for Transfer programs at other colleges.  

The courses in the Studio Arts for Transfer program all feed directly into the degree. All the classes 
mirror the structure and content of the lower division course work requirements at California’s transfer 
institutions. 
 

2.3 - Intersegmental Alignment 
 
The department believes that our best strategy for attracting students is to simply create a solid studio 
arts program; one that welcomes entering students, forges strong relationships with those students, and 
shepherds them along a pathway that both fulfills the goals of the degree as well as their own individual 
artistic vision. We also believe that the creation and maintenance of superior lab environments is a key 
component of this philosophy. Other strategies we have initiated include the following: 
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• We have explored with administration the possibility of bringing select groups of high school 
students up to our gallery, and discussing with them - in a symposium format - what Cerro Coso 
has to offer, and the possibilities of careers that relate to the education we provide. 

• We have also worked with the director of outreach, who has arranged for discussions with 
various groups about the purpose of art, as well as tours of our facilities.  

• Although the art gallery is primarily an extension of the academic component of our 
department, it can also serve as a tool to attract potential students to our campus. We hold 
periodic art openings in the gallery, during which we interact with the community, and provide 
discussions with the artists. 

• We have begun work on the launch of an entirely new program in Tehachapi, and we are 
scheduling outreach visits to Tehachapi High School in order to disseminate information about 
the program, and recruit students.  
 

2.4 - Student Needs 
 
Based on the five year data, there are consistently more female students than male taking our courses; 
these percentages are similar to those of the college as a whole. The percentage of different age ranges 
appears consistent over a 5 year period. Although the highest percentage of students is steadily in the 
20-29 age range, there is also a high percentage of students who are 19 and younger, as well as 
significant percentages of older students. With that said, the data seem to indicate that the older 
student population in the arts is smaller than that of the college as a whole. This could be due to the 
changes that the state has mandated in terms of lack of course repeatability, and our institutional focus 
on adherence to program pathways, as well as rapid completion of the degree track. The breakdown of 
ethnicity appears consistent over a five year period, with a slight drop in the percentage of white 
students in 2017-18 that seems to correlate to a slight increase in the percentage of students who did 
not report ethnicity during that year. There has been a marked increase in students who have 
completed an abbreviated education plan from 2013-14 to 2017-18; this trend is inverted in regards to 
those who have completed a comprehensive education plan over the same period. The percentage of 
students who have not completed any education plan appears consistent over this five year period, and 
the percentages of those who are fully matriculated also do not appear to vary extensively during this 
period. 

The five year demographic data displayed below may inform our overview of our student population; 
however, we are not convinced that demographic data alone can effectively identify student needs. In 
the studio environment, we maintain a very high number of student contact hours. This allows us to 
work closely with each individual student. This interaction is primarily how we identify student learning 
needs, and direct students to any appropriate learning resources.  

We work closely with the library to provide our students with an extensive collection of art related 
books that support instruction. There is an ongoing need to update these library materials, particularly 
those that are related to contemporary art production and practices. 
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The inclusion of a small number (2-3) of computer work stations in each of our lab spaces would provide 
students with the ability to perform in situ research on subjects presented in class. This would broaden 
our students’ knowledge base, provide increased customization and enrichment of their learning 
experience, and allow them to use this research to become more effective in their artistic practices. 

 

Unduplicated Headcount 

 

2013-
14# 

2013-
14% ∆ 

2014-
15# 

2014-
15% ∆ 

2015-
16# 

2015-
16% ∆ 

2016-
17# 

2016-
17% ∆ 

2017-
18# 

2017-
18% ∆ 

765 -7% 823 8% 808 -2% 792 -2% 956 22% 

 

Gender 

 2013-
14 # 

2013-
14 % ∆ 

2014-
15 # 

2014-
15 % ∆ 

2015-
16 # 

2015-
16 % ∆ 

2016-
17 # 

2016-
17 % ∆ 

2017-
18 # 

2017-
18 % ∆ 

Female 450 59% 528 64% 522 65% 531 67% 566 59% 

Male 313 41% 295 36% 286 35% 256 32% 390 40% 

Unreported 2 0%     5 1% 9 1% 

 

Age 

 2013-
14 # 

2013-
14 % ∆ 

2014-
15 # 

2014-
15 % ∆ 

2015-
16 # 

2015-
16 % ∆ 

2016-
17 # 

2016-
17 % ∆ 

2017-
18 # 

2017-
18 % ∆ 

≤19 245 32% 238 29% 269 33% 260 33% 274 28% 

20-29 339 44% 368 45% 350 43% 333 42% 410 42% 

30-39 94 12% 108 13% 92 11% 94 12% 135 14% 

≥40 87 11% 109 13% 97 12% 105 13% 146 15% 

 

Ethnicity 

 2013-
14 # 

2013-
14 % ∆ 

2014-
15 # 

2014-
15 % ∆ 

2015-
16 # 

2015-
16 % ∆ 

2016-
17 # 

2016-
17 % ∆ 

2017-
18 # 

2017-
18 % ∆ 

African Am 31 4% 31 4% 38 5% 28 4% 34 4% 
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 2013-
14 # 

2013-
14 % ∆ 

2014-
15 # 

2014-
15 % ∆ 

2015-
16 # 

2015-
16 % ∆ 

2016-
17 # 

2016-
17 % ∆ 

2017-
18 # 

2017-
18 % ∆ 

Am Indian 19 2% 12 1% 18 2% 15 2% 29 3% 

Hispanic/Latino 265 35% 295 36% 292 36% 288 36% 370 38% 

White 382 50% 403 49% 397 49% 390 49% 415 43% 

≥ Races 42 5% 54 7% 45 6% 48 6% 58 6% 

Not Reported 1 0% 3 0%     39  

 

Educational Plan Completions 

 2013-
14 # 

2013-
14 % 
∆ 

2014-
15 # 

2014-
15 % 
∆ 

2015-
16 # 

2015-
16 % 
∆ 

2016-
17 # 

2016-
17 % 
∆ 

2017-
18 # 

2017-
18 % 
∆ 

Abbreviated 51 7% 139 17% 147 18% 157 20% 167 17% 

Comprehensive 486 64% 374 45% 292 36% 252 32% 268 28% 

Both Abbr/Comp 56 7% 93 11% 183 23% 213 27% 261 27% 

Other Ed Plan   10 1% 9 1% 9 1%   

Exempt 1 0% 10 1% 15 2% 26 3% 30 3% 

FSEP         2 0% 

No Ed Plan 171 22% 197 24% 162 20% 135 17% 237 25% 

 

Matriculation 

 2013-
14 # 

2013-
14 % 
∆ 

2014-
15 # 

2014-
15 % 
∆ 

2015-
16 # 

2015-
16 % 
∆ 

2016-
17 # 

2016-
17 % 
∆ 

2017-
18 # 

2017-
18 % 
∆ 

Fully Matriculated 530 69% 559 68% 579 72% 592 75% 605 63% 

 

 
2.5- Student Majors 
 
As seen in the chart below, the number of students who have selected Studio Arts as their major has 
increased every year since the program’s inception. There has also been a predictable decline in the 
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declaration of Art and Fine Art degree majors, which were programs that we have phased out in favor of 
the Studio Arts degree. There are still students, however, who continue to pursue the legacy degrees, 
who maintain catalog rights and expectations of degree completion. New students, however, have only 
the options of selecting either Studio Arts, or the more recent Art History major. 

Without knowing what “significant” means in this regard, we believe that majors do not make up a huge 
percentage of our enrolled students (although the numbers of majors are increasing every year). 
Students enroll in our courses for a wide variety of reasons, many of which are not related to degree 
completion. These include: 

• Maintaining balance between work, family and personal pursuits. 
• A desire to be a lifelong learner. 
• Career advancement or enrichment. 
• Emotional fulfillment and personal expression. 
• The satisfaction of working with one’s hands, and the act of creation. 
• Opportunities for social interaction. 
• Our classes are perceived as both enjoyable and intellectually satisfying. 
• Almost every person has a personal relationship with art, and students utilize our course 

offerings to explore those relationships, often taking multiple courses to do so. 
 

Art production offers students unique benefits across a vast spectrum of circumstances. While we do 
support students’ selection of Studio Art as a major, we also firmly believe that, unrelated to degree 
completion, our courses provide invaluable experiences for all Cerro Coso students.  

We do not necessarily believe that obtaining a Studio Arts degree is good for every student that enters 
our classrooms.  Students make their selection of a major for a variety of reasons, and as much as we 
are able, we try to respect those decisions, and instead focus on helping them utilize their time in our 
classes to best serve their personal needs. While degree completion in general is something we seek to 
help students achieve, we acknowledge that Studio Art is not a common career path.  

With that said, we do try to actively engage with our students on a personal level, and often identify and 
encourage students who could be successful majors to formalize their relationship with the college by 
declaring a Studio Arts Major. 
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Student Majors Information 

 

 Fall 
2013 

Fall 
2014 

Fall 
2015 

Fall 
2016 

Fall 
2017 

5-Year 
Average 

Art 69 34 4 9 6 24 

Art History    3 5 4 

Fine Arts 34 16  4 2 14 

Liberal 
Arts/Arts & 
Humanities 

172 171 197 254 231 205 

Studio Art 1 19 39 52 59 34 

 
 
2.6 -Student Demand 
 
From 2013-14 to 2017-18, the number of both traditional and distance education sections has 
increased, but that increase has not been steady over a five year period. Numbers have gone up and 
down, and this is also true for first day enrollments, and census day enrollments.  There was a steady 
decrease in the number of students per section in on ground classes, with a non-steady but significant 
increase in the number of students per section in online classes. The numbers of students on our wait 
lists have varied wildly over this five year period; this might be due to the multiple changes we have 
made as an institution regarding our wait list procedures.  

FTES over a five year period has increased slightly; this increase is more significant in our online classes.  
Total FTEF Workload has increased by 2.6 over this period. However, it should be noted that we have 
recently doubled the number of full time faculty in our department; we do not know how this will affect 
these particular data points. What we can say is that part of our plan with this increase in faculty is the 
growth of a new program in the city of Tehachapi, where there is an unmet demand for college level, on 
ground studio arts classes.  

In terms of enrollment management, we have increased the caps for the online studio courses that we 
offer, due to pressure from administration. We do not believe that this is a good teaching practice; 
increases in numbers of students per section invariably reduce the amount of time that an instructor can 
spend per student. This is true of on ground classes as well; however, those numbers for our 
department have been effectively limited by the physical size of our classrooms, the nature of hands-on 
instruction, and safety concerns. We believe that fewer students per section is better than more 
students per section; a reduced student-teacher ratio contributes to a richer learning environment for 
students and improved working conditions for faculty.  
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The demand for Distance Education courses in our department is largely determined by historical data, 
and more immediately by wait list numbers. In collaboration with administration, we monitor the 
enrollment patterns for the upcoming semester, and respond accordingly. 

It has been communicated to us by the site director at the Eastern Sierra College Center (ESCC) that the 
Bishop and Mammoth Lakes campuses will no longer be offering the Studio Arts for Transfer degree, 
due primarily to low enrollment and staffing difficulties (we do not have a full time faculty member at 
ESCC). We rely strongly on the site director’s “on the ground” assessment of this situation; however, this 
should be discussed further through proper channels, i.e. with the Office of Instruction, and within the 
department in general. 

Our faculty members have been told by a significant number of students in our classes that they are 
returning to education after finally retiring, or are pursuing a lifelong interest in art production and 
education. We term this demographic “lifelong learners.” Unfortunately, we no longer have the 
structure or courses to accommodate, engage and help these people reach their own definition of 
success in education. “I got my degree in art in the 80s. I just want to come back to something I love.” 
“I’ve taken all your classes. I want to take more. What can I do?” “Is there a Drawing III, or a different 
type of drawing class I can take?” These are the types of questions that we field on a regular basis. Truth 
be told, our faculty enjoy having people from this demographic in our classes, because their interest in 
education is infectious, and there is often a wonderful relationship that forms between younger and 
older students, which enhances the learning experience for all. The rigid structure of the Transfer Model 
Curriculum, the lack of independent study or open studio opportunities, and the inability to adapt to 
student needs by expeditiously generating new course work has prevented us from effectively 
responding to this population, and has impoverished our departmental dynamic. These students should 
be served, and we have an obligation as an institution to do so. Departmentally, we plan to investigate 
various methods of bringing these students back to our program and supporting their educational needs 
as they relate to art production. Such methods might include experimental courses, supervised open 
studio hours, developing a wider array of curricula, or developing additional advanced curricula. 

We have begun to offer courses at our Tehachapi site, with an eye towards developing a full Studio Arts 
Program. We have had a limited amount of time to promote and launch these classes; nevertheless, we 
had full enrollment for the ceramics class – our first offering – and a significant number of students in 
the drawing class. Both administration and faculty believe that student demand for our courses at this 
site will increase. Our department is optimistic about the potential inherent in an on ground Studio Arts 
Program in Tehachapi.  

 

Course Enrollments 

 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 
Traditional 20 26 26 29 35 
Distance Education 12 15 15 11 16 
Total 32 41 41 40 51 
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First Day Enrollments 

 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 
Traditional 511 549 533 631 565 
Distance Education 453 572 581 432 621 
Total 964 1121 1114 1063 1186 
 

Census Day Enrollments 

 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 
Traditional 478 497 478 566 543 
Distance Education 384 469 489 359 577 
Total 862 966 967 925 1120 
 

Students per Section - Discipline 

 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 
Traditional 24 19 18 20 16 
Distance Education 32 31 33 33 36 
Total 27 24 24 23 22 
 

Students per Section - Collegewide 

 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 
Traditional 19 17 17 17 17 
Distance Education 28 27 27 27 28 
Total 24 22 22 21 22 
 

First Day Waitlist 

 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 
Traditional 40 27 15 46 6 
Distance Education 92 37 61 35 27 
Total 132 64 76 81 33 
 

2.7 - Cost to Students 
 
For California residents, the approximate total cost of obtaining the degree is $6,360 for 4 semesters. 
For non-residents, the approximate total cost is $19,080 for 4 semesters. 
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For the art history courses in the program, there are no materials fees. For the studio arts courses in the 
program, there are nominal materials fees that help offset the costs of art production supplies. 
Materials fees are listed in the course catalog, and lists of typical materials purchased with the fees are 
outlined on the Course Outlines of Record. Typically, the materials fees do not actually cover the costs of 
the materials used by students over the course of the semester. We keep track – on a semester by 
semester basis - of materials costs, the breakdown of materials purchased for each course, and we try to 
find the best balance between cost, medium, and quality of materials, across the varied sites, labs, 
course offerings, as well as responding to individual student need.  

Over the course of the past several years, faculty and staff in the Visual and Performing Arts Department 
have made concerted efforts to reduce costs for students, all the while undergoing department budget 
reductions. We acquired a library of textbooks for the Eastern Sierra College Center Art C121 Drawing I 
class, have adapted the Art C101 Introduction to Art class to allow for older editions of the textbook, 
and have selected an inexpensive and widely available text for the Indian Wells Valley and online Art 
C121 Drawing I classes. On a related note, art classes rely heavily on high quality color image 
reproductions, and our Art C101 Introduction to Art, Art C105 Survey of Western Art from Prehistory 
through the Middle Ages, and Art C106 Survey of Western Art from Renaissance to Contemporary 
classes all call for textbooks with an extremely wide range of historical and contemporary content. At 
this point, we have not identified an Open Education Resource (OER) that fulfills these requirements.   

We have further reduced the additional materials students are required to purchase on their own in Art 
C121 Drawing I, Art C131 Painting I and Art C151 Sculpture I. We coordinate our supply purchases in 
order to buy in bulk at reduced costs. Unfortunately, the stark reality is that even with these measures, 
we do not provide students with the array of materials that we could and should.  In this analysis of 
budget requirements and cost cutting measures, our department firmly believes that we should be 
spending more, not less, on materials and other resources for students.  

 

2.8 - Applied Learning Opportunities 
 
In studio production, the opportunities for students to apply and deepen knowledge and skills through 
projects is inherent across the curriculum, and the art production in which students engage is 
inextricably linked to curriculum topics.  The learning environments that we establish naturally conduct 
students through mechanisms of self analysis, evaluation of individual motivations and goals, and the 
establishment of personal standards. The creative process is fundamentally self reflective, and students 
often gain new insights into their lives during these projects.  

We also feel that the behaviors and attitudes necessary for successful art production are some which 
ultimately can be internalized, and bestow rewards far beyond the classroom, such as the ability to face 
risk, time management, planning, defining personal standards, and the development of skills that can 
only be achieved through time and effort.  
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Creative problem solving, the use of a variety of tools and materials – all of which are required in art 
production - can be (and is often, anecdotally) manifest in a wide variety of life venues, such as bringing 
new skills to the work place, setting up home studios, acquiring a sense of self-worth and confidence, or 
enriching the daily perceptions of engaging in visual media. For example, once a student takes a 2D 
Design class, that student will have a richer relationship with any type of media that has a format or 
artistic intent (lighting, color theory, texture and pattern, composition, etc.). 

 

2.9 - Labor Market Information and Analysis (CTE Programs Only) 
 
N/A 

2.10 - Explanation of Employer Relationship (CTE Programs Only) 
 
N/A 

2.11 - Advisory Committee (CTE Programs Only) 
 

N/A 

 
Part 3 – Program Support Needs 
 
3.1 - Staffing 
 
At this point in time, we have very recently hired two new full time faculty members, doubling the size 
of our department. Thus, reviewing prior five-year data and making recommendations for new faculty 
positions is somewhat irrelevant. We do not need additional classified staff at this time. In regard to 
both staff and faculty hiring, data should be collected going forward, and we should address these 
questions in our subsequent Annual Unit Plans and the next Program Review.  

 

FTES 

 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 
Traditional 89.7 93.7 89.8 105.6 91.0 
Distance Education 71.7 85.4 89.0 64.7 78.9 
Total 161.3 179.2 178.8 170.2 169.9 
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FTEF – By Contract Type 

 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 
Full-Time 5.7 5.1 3.4 2.5 3.6 
Overload 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.6 0.9 
Adjunct 4.2 5.4 6.1 7.3 7.5 
Summer 1.2 1.6 1.6 1.2 2.2 
 
Productivity - Discipline 

 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 
Traditional 12.1 11.0 12.0 12.3 10.2 
Distance Education 14.6 17.1 17.8 16.2 13.4 
Total 13.1 13.3 14.3 13.5 11.4 
 
Productivity - Collegewide 

 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 
Traditional 13.0 12.4 12.3 11.8 11.8 
Distance Education 14.1 13.9 13.9 13.7 12.7 
Total 13.6 13.1 13.1 12.8 12.2 
 

3.2 – Professional Development 
 
Our department members are supportive of and in close communication with each other, and we have 
productive discussions about proper attitudes, teaching methods, and needs. Further, we rely on each 
others’ strengths for information, support, and advice.  We tend to self-identify specific needs, and 
address those needs within the department. For example, one of our adjunct faculty members was 
asked by a student about mold-making. That faculty member discussed the topic with other faculty and 
staff, and consequently learned mold-making via this self-directed process, and then brought that 
knowledge to bear in subsequent interactions with that particular student. In our department’s opinion, 
this is the best application and spirit of professional development in art education. 

The engagement in teaching is an engagement in professional development, as we continually find ways 
in which to inspire and inform students - in a custom made manner – in order to engender learning.  

All of our faculty members are actively engaged in professional development on multiple levels, but not 
necessarily in an institutionally driven manner.  
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3.3 - Facilities and Physical Resources 
 
Tehachapi 

We are currently in the process of trying to launch the Studio Arts Program at a new site, namely, in 
Tehachapi, and primarily staffed by one of the two recently hired faculty members. In our most recent 
Annual Unit Plans, we included a barebones budget for creating the necessary multiple lab spaces to 
begin development of this program. Unfortunately, the funding that actually trickles down is inadequate 
to this task. Our list of basic equipment and facilities priorities for the two classes we have just begun to 
offer (Art C141 Ceramics I and Art C121 Drawing I, in fall 2019) included: 

• Kiln - $6,000 (plus electrical and venting) 
• Mixer - $6,000 (plus electrical and venting) 
• Pugmill - $6,000 (plus electrical) 
• Electric Pottery Wheels - $1,600 each, 6 needed (plus electrical) 
• Slab Roller - $3,500 
• Ware Carts - $700 each, 3 needed 
• Palette Jack - $350 
• Hand Truck - $100 
• Individual Adjustable Desks/Drafting Tables - $300 each, 15 needed 
• Adjustable Cushioned Chairs/Stools - $150 each, 15 needed 

 
Thus far, we have acquired a kiln, after much difficulty in purchase order authorization, ordering, 
shipping, and installation. However, we continue to have ongoing, productive conversations with 
administration regarding the discrepancy between our vision for the lab and the priorities of the 
institution. We fully acknowledge the paucity of resources available to any department, as well as the 
complexity engendered by the recent damage to facilities in our Ridgecrest campus caused by the 
earthquake. However, creating high quality, fully functional lab spaces is integral to launching and 
maintaining a successful studio arts program. This costs money, and we proposed a reasonable, 
unembellished budget for beginning the creation of this lab. We are working against social and 
institutional cultures that place relatively low priority on supporting art through materials and 
equipment.  

We hope that administration will recognize that outsized rewards in multiple facets of the college’s 
mission could be gained by the successful launch of studio arts in Tehachapi, and that there will be more 
budgetary support for this in future years.  

With all of that said, we nonetheless are optimistic about creating these new lab spaces, and delivering 
face to face courses in Tehachapi. We can help students achieve degrees, while also nurturing 
connections within the community. This is exactly the endeavor a community college should be striving 
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for, and we feel uniquely positioned to make a positive impact in the lives of the students we will be 
serving in Tehachapi. As a department, and as individual faculty, this opportunity to have a beneficial 
impact is exactly what keeps us motivated, excited and enthusiastic about our work. 

Indian Wells Valley (IWV) 

Since the modernization of the art building at IWV, we have listed items of incomplete work from that 
project (such as wiring for a band saw, and an outlet for a SawStop table saw), as well as items currently 
in need of repair or replacement (lights in the rear of the art building, lock mechanisms on doors), via 
various mechanisms of communication, such as Annual Unit Plans, discussions with management, and 
official repair requests. We are befuddled by why these items have not been addressed over the course 
of several years.  

Progress has been made on the installation of air conditioning and central heating in our classrooms, 
which will have an immediate, positive effect on our on-ground student population. 

Eastern Sierra College Center (ESCC) 

As noted in section 2.6, it has been communicated to us by the site director at ESCC that the Bishop and 
Mammoth Lakes campuses will no longer be offering the Studio Arts for Transfer degree, due primarily 
to low enrollment and staffing difficulties. Although the degree will no longer be available at this site, 
studio art classes will still be offered, and thus classrooms and equipment will need to be maintained. 

 

3.4 - Technology 
 
Currently, the program is designed to provide instruction in, and support with, only traditional forms of 
visual media. Unfortunately, we do not provide students with access to technology within the 
classroom. We have in the past presented proposals to include computers within our studio environs, 
but none of these have been approved. Seven computer stations to be distributed throughout the 
various lab spaces (2D, sculpture, and ceramics at IWV, and two stations in Tehachapi) would provide 
students with the means to perform research on visual imagery and other art topics without having to 
leave the classroom or break with class policies regarding cell phone usage.  

In addition to the simple benefits of giving students access to digital visual media within the classroom, 
there is an array of art instruction - such as that found in 2-Dimensional design and photography - that is 
currently not being addressed within our program. Graphic design, digital photography, digital drawing 
and painting, and pre-visualization, are such arenas of instruction that are found in other art programs. 
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3.5 - Marketing and Outreach 
 
As far as we are aware, there is little publicity or advertisement related to the degree outside of the 
program page, or beyond what is standard for all departments. The program page provides sufficient 
information, including the program’s purpose, content, course requirements, and expected learning 
outcomes.  We are not requesting additional marketing at this time. 

The Visual and Performing Arts Department regularly participates in outreach events such as Career 
Exploration Day, I’m Going to College, and Cerro Coso Rocks. 

 

Part 4 – Student Achievement 
 

4.1 - Course Retention and Success  
 
Over the course of the past five years, retention rates in Studio Arts have increased slightly and are 
consistently high in both on campus and online courses (averaging 90%). No significant patterns of 
difference appear between on campus and online retention. Success rates have also increased slightly, 
and are consistently 70% or above in both on campus and online courses over the same period 
(averaging 76%). This lack of difference – in both retention and success – across teaching modalities 
indicates that the limited number of studio art lab classes that we offer online have been successful in 
delivering a comparable experience to these student populations. 
 
Our retention and success in all disaggregated categories is higher than that of the college as a whole; 
however, this difference is not huge.  
 
Retention 

 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 
Traditional 90% 87% 90% 92% 91% 
Distance Education 86% 91% 90% 92% 93% 
Total 88% 89% 90% 82% 92% 
 
Success 

 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 
Traditional 75% 79% 80% 77% 78% 
Distance Education 70% 74% 70% 80% 79% 
Total 73% 77% 75% 78% 79% 
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Collegewide Retention 

 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 
Traditional 89% 90% 91% 94% 91% 
Distance Education 79% 81% 82% 85% 85% 
Total 82% 85% 86% 89% 88% 
 
Collegewide Success 

 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 
Traditional 75% 79% 80% 83% 82% 
Distance Education 61% 65% 64% 66% 68% 
Total 66% 71% 70% 73% 75% 
 

 
4.2- Program Completion 
 
Since the inception of the Studio Arts for Transfer program, completion has been highly variable by year. 
We do not believe the general design of the program should be altered at this point, since it is to a great 
extent standardized with other Studio Arts programs across the state.  

Our broadest function is being a component of the larger Liberal Arts/Arts & Humanities program, and 
in this manner we serve a significant number of students. However, this valuable function is unlikely to 
be expressed in degree completions.  The number of students identifying as Studio Arts majors has 
increased, but we do not anticipate any explosion in awards in the near future. 

 

Awards by Type & Program 

 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 5-Year 
Total 

Liberal Arts/Arts & Humanities AA 51 57 72 80 85 345 
Award Type Total 51 57 72 80 85 345 
Art History AA-T        4 4 
Studio Art AA-T  1 4 1 4 10 
Award Type Total  1 4 1 8 14 
Total Awards 51 58 76 81 93 359 
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4.3 - Employment(CTE Programs Only) 
 
N/A 
 

4.4 -Achievement of Program Learning Outcomes 
 
The PLOs are reviewed during the program review period (every six years).  At that time the department 
reviews the results and analyzes the data.  If our targets are met and the PLOs are still representative of 
the current pedagogical trends in the field of Studio Arts, we retain them.  If however, the goals are not 
met, we review the data to see where the gaps may be.  Depending on our assessment, changes may be 
made to the PLOs, individual course SLOs, or in teaching strategies.  During this review, our goals were 
all successfully met and we are happy with the way the outcomes are linked to SLOs and teaching 
methods, so we are retaining them at this time.  

 
PLO A Assessment Results 

Target: 70% of students will be able to demonstrate knowledge of the arts through associated 
terminology, historical practices and contemporary developments. 

Assessment Method: Varies by course, includes project evaluations, portfolio reviews, exams, and essays.  
Assessment Date: Fall 2018 
Recent Results: 70% 
 
PLO B Assessment Results 

Target: 70% of students will be able to identify the formal, technical and expressive aspects in 
visual artworks, using critical skills to describe, analyze, interpret and evaluate such 
works. 

Assessment Method: Varies by course, includes project evaluations, portfolio reviews, exams, and essays. 
Assessment Date: Fall 2018 
Recent Results: 72% 
 
PLO C Assessment Results 

Target: 70% of students will be able to demonstrate proficiency in basic foundation level art 
techniques and practices. 

Assessment Method: Varies by course, includes project evaluations, portfolio reviews, exams, and essays. 
Assessment Date: Fall 2018 
Recent Results: 71% 
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PLO D Assessment Results 

Target: 70% of students will be able to use a wide range of materials and means of expression 
to communicate visual ideas, including traditional or digital studio practices 

Assessment Method: Varies by course, includes project evaluations, portfolio reviews, exams, and essays. 
Assessment Date: Fall 2018 
Recent Results: 70% 
 
PLO Assessment History Summary 

PLO # Target Semester Met? Semester Met? Semester Met? 
PLO A 70% 2015 S&F Yes 2016 S Yes 2018 S Yes 
PLO B 70% 2015 S& F Yes 2016 S Yes 2018 S Yes 
PLO C 70% 2015 S&F Yes 2016 S Yes 2018 S Yes 
PLO D 70% 2015 S&F Yes 2016 S Yes 2018 S Yes 
 
 

4.4.a -Gaps and Improvements Made 
 
All targets were met. 
 

4.4.b -Summary of Program Learning Outcome Achievement 
 
Students are consistently achieving the target level of PLOs. We do not believe that there are gaps in 
assessment methods, assessment data, or instruction. The consistency with which students achieve 
PLOs is due to the unique nature of education in the arts in general, and specifically that of studio art. As 
noted in Part 1 of this Program Review, the concepts and principles in our courses that are related to the 
PLOs sometimes share common features (such as specific terminology, overarching design principles or 
aesthetic issues). Thus, we teach courses that are different in subject matter but interrelated in 
underlying philosophy. This approach allows students to continuously build on core knowledge, while 
their exposure to radically different materials in each discipline creates unique opportunities for growth 
and development.  Further, the use of a lecture/lab methodology strongly supports student success at 
the assignment, SLO, course, and PLO levels.  In this approach, faculty first disseminate information to 
students, outline processes, examine visual imagery, review historical and contemporary examples, 
place those examples within cultural contexts, and then lead students through the relevant art 
production process. Finally, the faculty-guided, lengthy and repetitive production processes in our 
courses work to ensure the acquisition of the skills and knowledge outlined in our learning objectives. 
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4.5 - Achievement of Course Student Learning Outcomes  
 
SLO Assessment 5-Year History 

Course SLO # Target Semester Met? 
Art C101 1 70% F17 Yes 
 2 70% F17 Yes 
 3 70% F17 Yes 
 4 70% F17 Yes 
 5 70% F17 Yes 
Art C105 1 70% S15 Yes 
 2 70% S15 Yes 
 3 70% S15 Yes 
Art C106 1 70% F15 Yes 
 2 70% F15 Yes 
 3 70% F15 Yes 
Art C111 1 70% S18 Yes 
 2 70% S18 Yes 
 3 70% S18 Yes 
 4 70% S18 Yes 
 5 70% S18 Yes 
 6 70% S18 Yes 
 7 70% S18 Yes 
 8 70% S18 Yes 
Art C115 1 70% F15 Yes 
 2 70% F15 Yes 
 3 70% F15 Yes 
 4 70% F15 Yes 
 5 70% F15 Yes 
 6 70% F15 Yes 
 7 70% F15 Yes 
Art C121 1 70% S18 Yes 
 2 70% S18 Yes 
 3 70% S18 Yes 
 4 70% S18 Yes 
 5 70% S18 Yes 
 6 70% S18 Yes 
 7 70% S18 Yes 
 8 70% S18 Yes 
 9 70% S18 Yes 
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Course SLO # Target Semester Met? 
Art C131 1 70% S15 Yes 
 2 70% S15 Yes 
 3 70% S15 Yes 
 4 70% S15 Yes 
 5 70% S15 Yes 
 6 70% S15 Yes 
 7 70% S15 Yes 
 8 70% S15 Yes 
 9 70% S15 Yes 
Art C141 1 70% S15 Yes 
 2 70% S15 Yes 
 3 70% S15 Yes 
 4 70% S15 Yes 
 5 70% S15 Yes 
Art C151 1 70% F17 Yes 
 2 70% F17 Yes 
 3 70% F17 Yes 
 4 70% F17 Yes 
 5 70% F17 Yes 
 6 70% F17 Yes 
 7 70% F17 Yes 
Art C221 1 70% S16 Yes 
 2 70% S16 Yes 
 3 70% S16 Yes 
 4 70% S16 Yes 
 5 70% S16 Yes 
 6 70% S16 Yes 
 7 70% S16 Yes 
Art C231 1 70% S18 Yes 
 2 70% S18 Yes 
 3 70% S18 Yes 
Art C240 1 70% S16 Yes 
 2 70% S16 Yes 
 3 70% S16 Yes 
 4 70% S16 Yes 
 5 70% S16 Yes 
 6 70% S16 Yes 
 7 70% S16 Yes 
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4.5.a -Gaps and Improvements Made 
 
All outcome targets were met. See section 4.3.b. 
 
 

4.5.b -Summary of Student Learning Outcome Achievement 
 

As with PLOs, students are consistently achieving the target level of SLOs. This consistency is due to the 
iterative processes in our studio arts labs. This repetitive learning style supports the acquisition of the 
skills and knowledge outlined in our learning objectives. The department routinely discusses teaching 
and assessment strategies, resulting in a solidly collaborative assessment environment.  

All of our courses are strongly aligned with both of the general education learning outcomes listed for 
Humanities in the college catalog. Each course examines both historical and contemporary art 
production, cultural context, and creative expression.  
 
Our courses are also closely aligned with the Communication and Critical Thinking Institutional Learning 
Outcomes (ILOs), as well as those for Information Competency and to a lesser extent, Citizenship. 
Critical thinking and communication, particularly communication through visual means, are key 
components of successful art production; our students naturally acquire these skills during the 
necessary problem solving and collaborative efforts they encounter throughout our courses.  
Information competency is demonstrated through coursework in which students examine, compare and 
analyze visual art works. The study of art work within historical and cultural contexts can promote 
citizenship through cultural awareness and currency.  Finally, in order to complete the program, 
students have to take one of two transfereable general education patterns, and through a combination 
of this and the coursework specific to the program students have the opprtunity to achieve every ILO. 
For a list of SLOs for each course in the program, please see Section 6.3. 
 
 

4.6 - Assessment Schedule for Next Program Review Cycle 
 
PLO Assessment Cycle 

 FA 2019 SP 2020 FA 2020 SP 2021 FA 2021 SP 2022 FA 2022 SP 2023 
PLO A        X 
PLO B        X 
PLO C        X 
PLO D        X 
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SLO Assessment Cycle 

Course FA 2019 SP 2020 FA 2020 SP 2021 FA 2021 SP 2022 FA 2022 SP 2023 
Art C101     X    
Art C105     X    
Art C106      X   
Art C111      X   
Art C115       X  
Art C121     X    
Art C131      X   
Art C141     X    
Art C151      X   
Art C221       X  
Art C231      X   
Art C240      X   
 

 

Part 5 – Action Plans 
 
5.1 - Program Strengths 
 

The Studio Arts for Transfer program is a relatively straightforward sequence of courses that is 
achievable, and which provides students with a solid foundation for transfer to a four-year institution.   

Faculty in the studio arts have the unique opportunity to work alongside students for extensive periods 
of time; thus we are keenly aware of the importance of building strong, positive relationships with 
students. These relationships promote the unique attitudes necessary to the successful transition to 
either further education, or to art production.  

Although our program is intrinsically academic, the opportunities we offer related to the examination of 
art, and art production, often enrich the lives of students beyond the academic realm.  
 

5.2 -Program Improvements Needed 
 
We are currently in a period of dramatic change; we have increased our full time faculty by 100%. This 
provides us with both opportunities and challenges (e.g. the ability to expand our presence vs. our 
inability to acquire adequate studio equipment and supplies).  Without a doubt, our program could be 
improved with better funding and support.  Ours is a discipline that requires equipment, tools and 
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materials; without these, art production is impossible, and the nature of exploration, iteration, and 
learning inherent in the field is undermined.  

Another immediate improvement would be to find a mechanism by which students could have access to 
our facilities outside of class time. Examples include an open studio supervised by faculty, repeatability 
of classes, experimental courses, additional advanced curricula, or scheduled labs in the evening or on 
the weekend. 

A wider range of courses, and less focus on a fast track to completion, would be of benefit to both 
students interested in transfer, and those who are pursuing art for other reasons. More people from our 
community would be interested in what we had to offer, if we offered instruction in a wider range of 
topics, or if our classes were not solely focused on transfer. A increased range of topics would also 
encourage those students interested in transfer simply by providing broader subject appeal. 
 

5.3 - Response to Previous Strategies 
 
Three year program goals from the last program review: 
 

• Sustain high level of efficiency in course offerings. This goal is in progress. Sustaining efficiency in 
course offerings is an ongoing endeavor, particularly considering the vagaries of student 
enrollment, different site requirements, and funding, to name a few of the variables that affect 
efficiency. 

• Stabilize and refine the core course offerings and the elective offerings for the new degree. This 
goal has been completed. Both core courses and electives have been offered multiple times and 
can be considered stable. 

• Create a digital lab conducive to the output of art products. This goal is incomplete. We maintain 
that a computer lab to support this goal would be of benefit to the program, but have never 
received approval for it. Furthermore, we now have other facilities needs that clearly supersede 
this goal. 

• Develop and deploy specific online course offerings. This goal has been completed. Online 
versions of both Drawing I and 2D Design – two of the core courses necessary for the online Art 
History degree - have been developed and offered. 

• Make AA accessible to Bishop and Mammoth students (add two classes to allow students to 
obtain the AA at those sites). Completed, and subsequently dropped. We completed this goal; 
however, administration has communicated to us that they no longer wish to offer this degree at 
ESCC, due to a dearth of students. 

• Grow the program.  This goal is in progress. We are currently offering classes in Tehachapi, and 
hope to establish a viable lab space to expand those offerings. Additionally, we have expanded 
the number of full time faculty. We also offer some courses in the prison environment. 

• Increase the number of degrees awarded. This goal is in progress.  
• Enrich the experiences and opportunities of students at sites. This goal is in progress, and 

ongoing. Although we will no longer be offering a degree at ESCC, we hope to do so in Tehachapi. 
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• Identify and guide a population of students through the AA via the matriculation process. This 
goal is in progress, and ongoing. We are still seeking an individual counselor to acquire 
knowledge specific to our program in order to more effectively guide our students to degree 
completion. “You can’t get a job in art” is not the guidance that best serves our students. 

• Host informal meet and greet sessions, orienting new art students. This goal is incomplete. We 
have not established a stable schedule of these informal events. 

• Create a survey that will help identify course needs. This goal is complete.  A survey has been 
developed, and all full time faculty are encouraged to use it on the first day of class. This survey 
helps identify student goals and interests, and provides a foundation for establishing positive 
individual relationships between instructor and student. 

• Implement and learn how to use Degreeworks to learn how to identify students.  This goal has 
been dropped; a different platform has been adopted. 

• Learn to better communicate with counselors. This goal is incomplete. We have prioritized other 
concerns, but hope to still establish a stronger connection with the counseling department (see 
above goal regarding matriculation). 

• Implement strong faculty and student channels to improve communication. This is goal is 
complete, and ongoing. As mentioned in a previous section, the faculty/student relationship in 
our program is one of its strengths. 

• Implement scheduling adaptations to achieve these goals. This goal is complete and ongoing. We 
try to remain flexible in terms of scheduling in order to meet the needs of our various student 
populations. Additionally, we have recently revised and improved our program pathway in order 
to best serve our students. 

• Effectively respond to administration’s desire for record keeping, collection, and tracking of 
information, such as learning Curricunet, higher functions of Moodle, and Degreeworks. This goal 
is ongoing. The burdens of increasing paperwork, constantly changing recordkeeping software, 
and tracking of increasing amounts of data is a challenge for all. Please note the obsolescence of 
the three programs noted in this goal, as an example. 

 

Six year program goals from the last program review: 

• Collect a full round of SLO data. Fully process and analyze this information. This goal is complete. 
SLO data have been collected for all courses. However, challenges have been encountered in the 
transfer of that data to the current eLumen platform.  The data was originally entered into 
Curricunet. After support of the Curricunet software ended, portions of that data were either lost 
or became otherwise unrecoverable. As far as we know, this issue is unresolvable. 

• Increase student recruitment to yield more dedicated art students. This goal is complete, and 
ongoing. The number of majors in our program has grown; however, this is not a goal that has a 
terminus. 

• Establish contact procedures and relationships with area feeder schools. This goal is incomplete. 
We have had numerous conversations with administration about strategies for identifying 
specific groups of art students within area schools, and hope to continue this dialog. 
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• Capitalize on the art department’s reputationby advertising online and on-ground offerings. This 
goal is ongoing. We consistently participate in institutional efforts to disseminate information 
about the college as a whole, and our department in particular.  We have also deployed a simple, 
one page printed summary of the degree for distribution at these events. 

• Produce a trifold marketing brochure.  This goal is complete. We produced a trifold brochure for 
the program at ESCC.  

• Conduct tours of art facility. This goal is complete, and ongoing. We regularly conduct tours of 
our facility, and promote our program on these tours. 

• Recycle students from one medium area to another. This goal is complete, and ongoing. We have 
found this to be an extremely effective means of informing students about our course offerings, 
introducing them to different faculty, familiarizing them with our lab spaces, and making them 
feel welcome within the program.  

• Encourage cross-medium interaction among faculty and students. This goal is complete, and 
ongoing. We regularly take our students into other classes, or bring other faculty into our classes, 
in order to inform students of upcoming course offerings, remind them of the courses necessary 
to obtain a degree, and introduce them to the variety of mediums in which we provide 
instruction. Furthermore, we try to do this within a calculated time frame (e.g., a few weeks prior 
to registration, ), in order to keep this information in the forefront of their thoughts. 

 

5.4 - Two-Year Program Strategies 
 

Action Plan for Achieving Two-Year Strategies 
 

Action Plan for 2-Year Strategy 1 

Concise Description of 
Strategy 

Stabilize course offerings in Tehachapi. 

Measurement of Completion Regular offerings of courses in the Studio Arts for Transfer program. 
Timeline Ongoing.  
Responsible Person All full time faculty and department staff. 
 

Action Plan for 2-Year Strategy 2 

Concise Description of 
Strategy 

Assess the viability of offering a complete Studio Arts for Transfer program at 
the Tehachapi site. 
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Measurement of Completion A departmental resolution of whether or not the slate of specific courses 
initially offered should be expanded to include all courses required for degree 
completion. 

Timeline Fall 2021.  
Responsible Person All full time faculty and department staff. 
 

Action Plan for 2-Year Strategy 3 

Concise Description of 
Strategy 

Establish at least one mechanism by which we can respond to the needs of 
our lifelong learner populations.  

Measurement of Completion The development and offering of one of the following: a class that is not 
bound by the transfer curricula; the creation of additional advanced curricula 
within the degree; the establishment of an open studio; or repeatable classes. 

Timeline Fall 2021 
Responsible Person All full time faculty. 
 

5.5 - Five-Year Program Strategies 
 
Action Plan for Achieving Five-Year Strategies 
 
Action Plan for 5-Year Strategy 1 

Concise Description of 
Strategy 

Promote the creation of a fully functioning studio arts facility at the 
Tehachapi site. 

Measurement of Completion Initiate and maintain requests for the studio space, equipment, tools, and 
instructional supplies necessary for the successful student completion of SLOs 
and PLOs, as well as superior teaching.  

Timeline Given the challenges of acquiring space and equipment, if we have full 
administrative support in this endeavor, five years is a reasonable time frame. 

Responsible Person VPA Faculty Chair, all full time faculty and department staff, with the support 
of administration. 

 

Action Plan for 5-Year Strategy 2 

Concise Description of 
Strategy 

Expand the mechanisms that would allow us to be more flexible in our course 
offerings, in response to the needs of our lifelong learner populations, as well 
as transfer students, and the general student population. 

Measurement of Completion The development of additional learning opportunities that could include: 
classes not bound by the transfer curricula; the creation of new curricula 
involving a wider array of disciplines; the establishment of an open studio; or 
repeatable classes. 
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Timeline Ongoing.  
Responsible Person VPA Faculty Chair, all full time faculty. 

Part 6 – Supporting Documentation 
 
6.1 – Office of Institutional Research Data 
 

2018-19 Subject Trend Data                   Cerro Coso Community College  

            Art                
                             

Student Demographic Information                          
                            
                            

Unduplicated Headcount 1 
  2013-14  2014-15   2015-16     2016-17   2017-18    
  

# 
 % 

Change # 
  

% Change 
  

# 
% 

Change 
  

# 
 

% Change 
 

# % Change 
  

              

Cerro Coso College   765  -7% 823  8%   808 -2%   792  -2%  965 22%    

                           

            Art            Collegewide    

Gender   2013-14  2014-15    2015-16  2016-17   2017-18  2017-18    

   #  %  #  %   #   % #   %  # %  # %    

Female   450  59%  528  
64
%  522   65% 531   67%  566 59% 5,421 57%    

Male   313  41%  295  
36
%  286   35% 256   32%  390 40% 4,046 42%    

Not Reported   2  0%           5   1%  9 1% 117 1%    
                              

            Art            Collegewide   

Age   2013-14  2014-15    2015-16  2016-17   2017-18  2017-18    

   #  %  #  %   #   % #   %  # %  # %    

19 & Younger  245  32%  238  
29
%  269   33% 260   33%  274 28% 1,972 21%    

20-29   339  44%  368  
45
%  350   43% 333   42%  410 42% 3,865 40%    

30-39   94  12%  108  
13
%  92   11% 94   12%  135 14% 1,960 20%    

40 & Older   87  11%  109  
13
%  97   12% 105   13%  146 15% 1,787 19%    

                              

            Art            Collegewide    

Ethnicity   2013-14  2014-15    2015-16  2016-17   2017-18  2017-18    
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   #  %  #  %   #   % #   %  # %  # %    

African American  31  4%  31  4%  38   5% 28   4%  34 4% 581 6%    

American Indian   19  2%  12  1%  18   2% 15   2%  29 3% 154 2%    

Asian/Filipino/Pac. Islander   25  3%  25  3%  18   2% 23   3%  20 2% 400 4%    

Hispanic/ Latino   265  35%  295  
36
%  292   36% 288   36%  370 38% 3,894 41%    

White   382  50%  403  
49
%  397   49% 390   49%  415 43% 3,870 40%    

Two or More Races   42  5%  54  7%  45   6% 48   6%  58 6% 429 4%    

Not Reported   1  0%  3  0%           39 4% 256 3%                                   
 

             Art           Collegewide  

Ed Plan Completion  2013-14   2014-15   2015-16  2016-17   2017-18  2017-18   

  #   %  #   %   #    % #   %  #  % #  %  

Abbreviated 51   7%  
13

9  17%  147    18% 157  
20
% 167  17% 1,424  15%  

Comprehensive  486   64%  
37

4  45%  292    36% 252  
32
% 268  28% 1,965  21%  

Both (Abbrev. and Comp.)  56   7%  93  11%  183    23% 213  
27
% 261  27% 1,787  19%  

Other Ed Plan       10  1%  9    1% 9  1%        

Exempt  1   0%  10  1%  15    2% 26  3% 30  3% 599  6%  

FSEP                       2  0% 20  0%  

No Ed Plan Completed  171   22%  
19

7  24%  162    20% 135  
17
% 237  25% 3,789  40%  

                              

             Art           Collegewide  

Completed Matriculation 2  2013-14   2014-15   2015-16  2016-17   2017-18  2017-18   

  #   %  #   %   #    % #   %  #  % #  %  

Fully Matriculated  530   69%  
55

9  68%  579    72% 592  
75
% 605  63% 4,927  51%  

                              

Student Majors Information                          
                           
                           

Subject Majors 3  
Fall 

2013  
Fall 

2014 Fall 2015  Fall 2016  
Fall 

2017 
5-Year 

Average         

*Art  69   34   4  9    6 24         

Art History            3    5 4         

*Fine Arts  34   16      4    2 14         

Liberal Arts/Arts & Humanities  172   171   197  254    231 205         
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Studio Art  1   19   39  52    59 34         

                              
 

Course Enrollments                              
                              
                              

Active Sections  
2013-

14  2014-15   
2015-

16  2016-17  2017-18            

Traditional  20  26   26  29   35            

Distance Ed  12  15   15  11   16            

Total  32  41   41  40    51            

                              

First Day Enrollment 4  
2013-

14  2014-15   
2015-

16  2016-17  2017-18            

Traditional  511  549   533  631   565            

Distance Ed  453  572   581  432   621            

Total  964  1,121   1,114  1,063   1,186                                           

 

 Census Day Enrollment 4 2013-14 2014-15  2015-16 2016-17  2017-18    

 Traditional 478 497 478 566 543    

 Distance Ed 384 469 489 359 577    

 Total 862 966  967 925  1,120    

                

 
Subject Students/Section 5 

   Subject         
 

2013-14 2014-15 
 

2015-16 2016-17 
 

2017-18 
   

        

 Traditional 24 19  18 20  16    

 Distance Ed 32 31  33 33  36    

 Total 27 24  24 23  22    

                

  
Collegewide Students/Section 5 

    
College-
wide      

  
2013-14 

 
2014-15 2015-16 

 2016-
17 2017-18 

  
        

  Traditional  19  17 17  17 17   

  Distance Ed  28  27 27  27 28   

  Total  24  22 22  21 22   
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 First Day Waitlist 6 2013-14 2014-15  2015-16 2016-17  2017-18    

 Traditional 40 27  15 46  6    

 Distance Ed 92 37  61 35  27    

 Total 132 64  76 81  33    

                

 FTES, FTEF & Productivity              
                
              

 FTES 7 2013-14 2014-15  
2015-

16  
2016-

17  
2017-

18     

 Traditional 89.7 93.7  89.8  105.6   91.0     

 Distance Ed 71.7 85.4  89.0  64.7   78.9     

 Total 161.3 179.2  178.8  170.2   169.9     

                

 FTEF Workload 7 2013-14 2014-15  
2015-

16  
2016-

17  
2017-

18     

 Traditional 7.4 8.5  7.5  8.6   9.0     

 Distance Ed 4.9 5.0  5.0  4.0   5.9     
 Total 12.3 13.5  12.5  12.6   14.9                      

 

FTEF Workload  2013-14  2014-15 2015-16 2016-17  2017-18   

By Contract Type  #   %  #  % # % #  % #  %  

1) Full-Time  5.7  46%  5.1  38% 3.4 27% 2.5  20% 3.6  24%  

2) Overload  1.2  10%  1.3  10% 1.4 11% 1.6  12% 0.9  6%  

3) Adjunct  4.2  34%  5.4  40% 6.1 49% 7.3  58% 7.5  50%  

4) Summer  1.2  10%  1.6  12% 1.6 13% 1.2  10% 2.2  15%  

6) Unidentified       0.0  0%      0.7  5%  

                     

Subject Productivity (FTES/FTEF) 8 
       Subject          
  

2013-14 2014-15 
 2015-

16 2016-17 2017-18 
       

              

Traditional   12.1 11.0  12.0 12.3 10.2        

Distance Ed   14.6 17.1  17.8 16.2 13.4        

Productivity (FTES/FTEF)   13.1 13.3  14.3 13.5 11.4        
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Collegewide Productivity (FTES/FTEF) 8 

    
College-

wide         
  

2013-14 
 

2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 
      

               

  Traditional     13.0  12.4 12.3 11.8 11.8       

  Distance Ed     14.1  13.9 13.9 13.7 12.7       

  Productivity (FTES/FTEF)     13.6  13.1 13.1 12.8 12.2                            

 

 Success & Retention Rates                            
                                  
                                  

 
Subject 9 

 2013-14  2014-15   2015-16  2016-17     2017-18      
 

Retention Success 
 

Retention 
 
Success 

 Reten-
tion Success Retention Success 

 
Retention Success 

    
           

 Traditional  90%  75%  87% 79%  90% 80% 92% 77%    91%  78%     

 Distance Ed  86%  70%  91% 74%  90% 70% 92% 80%    93%  79%     

 Total  88%  73%  89%  77%  90% 75% 92% 78%    92%  79%     

                                  

  
Collegewide 9 

 2013-14  2014-15   2015-16   2016-17      2017-18     
   Reten-

tion 
 Suc-

cess 
 Reten-

tion Success Retention Success Retention Success 
 

Retention Success 
   

            

  Traditional   89% 75%  90%   79%  91%  80%  94%   
83
%   91% 82%    

  Distance Ed   79% 61%  81%   65%  82%  64%  85%   
66
%   85% 68%    

  Total   82% 66%  85%   71%  86%  70%  89%   
73
%   88% 75%    

                                  

 

Success & Retention Rates Disaggregated 

 
Because of small numbers, the five years represented in this report were combined. 
Percentages shown in grey italics  

  
are from groups of less than 30 where overall results are more 
influenced by individual results.      

                                 

 Subject Overall Combined  
Reten-

tion  Success    Collegewide Overall Combined   Retention Success   

 Art    90%  76%     
Cerro Coso 

College      86% 71%                                       
 

Subject Gender Retention Success  Collegewide Gender Retention Success  

Female 91% 78%  Female 85% 70%  

Male 90% 74%  Male 87% 73%  

        

Subject Age Retention Success  Collegewide Age Retention Success  
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19 & Younger 92% 77%  19 & Younger 89% 73%  

20-29 90% 75%  20-29 84% 68%  

30-39 89% 79%  30-39 85% 73%  

40 & Older 87% 77%  40 & Older 86% 76%  

        

Subject Ethnicity Retention Success  Collegewide Ethnicity Retention Success  

African American 86% 56%  African American 76% 54%  

American Indian 88% 69%  American Indian 82% 63%  

Asian/Filipino/Pac. Islander 92% 82%  Asian/Filipino/Pac. Islander 90% 79%  

Hispanic/ Latino 91% 75%  Hispanic/ Latino 85% 69%  

Two or More Races 90% 74%  Two or More Races 84% 68%  

White 90% 79%  White 88% 75%  

        

Subject Ed Plan Completion Retention Success  Collegewide Ed Plan Completion Retention Success  

Completed Student Ed Plan 91% 78%  Completed Student Ed Plan 87% 73%  

        

Subject Fully Matriculated Retention Success  Collegewide Fully Matriculated Retention Success  

Fully Matriculated 92% 79%  Fully Matriculated 87% 73%           
 
 

Student Awards 

 

Awards by Type & Program 10 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 5-Year Total 

AA Liberal Arts/Arts & Humanities 51 57 72 80 85 345 

 Award Type Total 51 57 72 80 85 345 

AA-T Art History     4 4 

 Studio Art  1 4 1 4 10 

 Award Type Total  1 4 1 8 14 

Total Awards  51 58 76 81 93 359          
 
 
 

Footnote Explanations 
 

1 The Unduplicated Headcount is the number of students enrolled on census day, where each student is counted one time.  
2 Fully matriculated is completing (or being exempt from) all matriculation components (Assessment, Orientation, 

Counseling, and Ed Plan).  
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3 When the same major is offered at another KCCD college, the student count includes students who selected 
their major at the other college but who attended this college. Only majors that students have declared are 
shown. An '*' indicates that a Major does not exist in the 2017-18 college catalog. 

4 Enrollments are reported on both First Day and Census Day. Each course a student is enrolled in is counted as one 
enrollment.  

5 Students per Section is defined as census enrollments divided by active sections. Cross-listed sections are not combined.  
6 Waitlisted Enrollments on First Day (determined by section start date) where each section a student is waitlisted in counts 

as one waitlisted enrollment.  
7 Acronyms FTES and FTEF represent full-time equivalent students and full-time equivalent faculty (workload associated 

with sections taught) respectively.  
8 FTES/FTEF: A measurement of productivity where the generally accepted target is 17.5.  
9 Success rate numerator: Number of course enrollments with a successful passing grade (A,B,C,P).    

Retention rate numerator: Number of course enrollments retained through the semester (grade=A,B,C,P,D,F,NP,I).  
Success and Retention rate denominator: Number of enrollments retained (A,B,C,P,D,F,NP,I), and withdrawn (W).  

10 Only programs with student awards will be shown. An '*' indicates that the program major does not exist in 2017-18 
college catalog. 

 

 
6.2 - SLO and PLO Report Locations 
 

The majority of SLO reports for courses were housed in Curricunet and the transitional system curated 
by the SLO coordinator. However, in the transfer of data from these systems to eLumen, some 
information was lost. In the future, all SLO and PLO reports will be housed in eLumen. 
 

6.3- Courses and Student Learning Outcomes 
 

ART C101 – Introduction to Art 

1. Evaluate and critique works of art and architecture based on formal elements 
and principles of design and employing appropriate art historical terminology 

2. Analyze, evaluate, and distinguish materials and techniques used for creating art 
and architecture 

3. Differentiate historical perspectives and critical templates used to explain 
and contextualize works of art. 

4. Identify, analyze, and discuss the functions of art and architecture and the roles 
of artists in diverse cultures 

5. Create individual focused art projects demonstrating awareness of various art media. 
 

ART C105 – Survey of Western Art from Prehistory through the Middle Ages 
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1. Identify, examine, and assess representative works of art and architecture from 
prehistory through the Middle Ages employing appropriate art historical terminology.  

2. Analyze, discuss, and differentiate works of art and architecture in terms of historical 
context and cultural values.  

3. Analyze, discuss, and differentiate the roles of art, architecture, and the artist from 
prehistory through the Middle Ages. 

 

ART C106 – Survey of Western Art from Renaissance to Contemporary 

1. Identify, examine, and assess representative works of art and architecture from the 
Renaissance to the contemporary period employing appropriate art historical 
terminology.  

2. Analyze, discuss, and differentiate works of art and architecture in terms of historical 
context and cultural values.  

3. Analyze, discuss, and distinguish the roles of art, architecture, and the artist from the 
Renaissance to the contemporary period. 

 

ART C111 – Two Dimensional Design 

1. Demonstrate a working knowledge and understanding of the basic elements of two-
dimensional art, including line, shape, texture, value, color, and spatial illusion;  

2. Demonstrate a working knowledge and understanding of the organizing principles of two-
dimensional art, including balance, proportion, repetition, contrast, harmony, unity, point of 
emphasis, and visual movement;  

3. Independently produce visual compositions and problem-solving projects that successfully 
incorporate the basic elements and organizing principles of two-dimensional art;  

4. Make individual aesthetic decisions and judgments related to their own artwork;  

5. Skillfully use a variety of artistic materials, techniques, and tools;  

6. Translate ideas and visual experience into images;  

7. Discuss, critique, and evaluate two-dimensional compositions;  

8. Examine, compare, and analyze historical and contemporary examples of 
two-dimensional art. 
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ART C115 – Three Dimensional Design 

1. Identify and understand the formal elements and organizing principles of 
three-dimensional art;  

2. Independently produce objects, forms, and problem-solving projects that successfully 
incorporate the basic elements and organizing principles of three-dimensional art;  

3. Discuss, describe, analyze, and critique three-dimensional works of art through 
references to the formal elements and principles of design;  

4. Make individual aesthetic decisions and judgments related to their own design work;  

5. Translate ideas and visual experience into 3-dimensional forms;  

6. Recognize specific design elements and principles in works of art as well as in the 
everyday physical world around them, throughout history and across cultures;  

7. Compose in three dimensions and work with a variety of media which may include (but is 
not limited to) clay, wood, metal, paint, plaster, paper, mixed media, and digital technology 
such as 3D scanners and printers. 

 

ART C121 – Drawing I 

1. Observe and accurately render three-dimensional objects on a two-dimensional surface.  

2. Create drawings that demonstrate the basic principles of spatial illusion through the 
application of linear, atmospheric, and other perspective systems.  

3. Utilize a variety of lines and mark making in drawing.  

4. Organize spaces and objects within a drawing according to basic principles of design and 
composition.  

5. Accurately describe forms and space through gradations of value.  

6. Utilize and apply a range of drawing materials and techniques.  

7. Develop expressive content through manipulation of line, form, value, and composition.  

8. Evaluate and critique class projects using relevant terminology in oral or written formats.  

9. Examine and describe historical and contemporary developments, trends, materials, and 
approaches in drawing. 
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ART C131 – Painting I 

1. Create paintings that evince a working knowledge of the physical properties of painting 
materials.  

2. Organize and apply the basic formal elements and principles of design in paintings.  

3. Apply the principles of perceptually and theoretically based color theory to 
painting projects.  

4. Construct and prepare painting surfaces and supports.  

5. Develop expressive content through manipulation of mark, color, value, and composition.  

6. Examine and describe historical and contemporary developments, trends, materials, and 
approaches in painting.  

7. Assess and critique paintings in group, individual, and written contexts using relevant 
critique formats, concepts and terminology.  

8. Safely handle and use studio painting materials and equipment. 
 

ART C141 – Ceramics I 

1. Differentiate clay varieties and ceramic processes.  

2. Create ceramic forms utilizing pinch, coil, soft slab, hard slab, and throwing techniques.  

3. Produce and apply surface treatment to ceramic forms.  

4. Assess and critique ceramics in group, individual, and written contexts using relevant 
critique formats, concepts and terminology.  

5. Understand a safe use of studio equipment, tools, and materials. 
 

ART C151 – Sculpture I 

1. Express aesthetic or conceptual intents in various three dimensional media that may include 
several of the following, but are not limited to: plaster, clay, wood, stone, glass, bronze, iron, 
steel, concrete and the use of digital technologies such as 3D printers and scanners.  

2. Produce sculpture projects using the basic tools and forming techniques of sculpture 
(manipulative, substitution, subtractive, additive, fabrication, assemblage etc.) in a safe and 
appropriate manner. 
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3. Display basic skills and craftsmanship in sculpture media using the formal principles of 
design and visual elements.  

4. Create sculptural works that demonstrate understanding of representational, abstract, 
non-objective, or conceptual imagery.  

5. Examine and describe historical and contemporary developments, trends, materials, and 
approaches in sculpture.  

6. Assess and critique sculptural works in group, individual, and written contexts using 
relevant critique formats, concepts and terminology.  

7. Safely utilize tools and specialized equipment. 
 

ART C221 – Drawing II 

1. Produce drawings that creatively interpret and apply formal design elements in the 
production of images in a wide range of media, formats, and surfaces.  

2. Design and produce a portfolio of drawings in multiple mediums and formats that 
successfully demonstrates the following: subjective and expressive uses of value; techniques 
and concepts of abstraction or non-objective art; experimentation with combinations of wet 
and dry mediums; observational, expressive, and conceptual analysis or application of color; 
application and drawing techniques for a variety of color media; non-traditional 
compositions, formats, surfaces and materials; conceptually oriented approaches to drawing; 
and the integration of form and content.  

3. Construct and prepare appropriate supports and surfaces for mixed media drawing.  

4. Evaluate and critique class projects using relevant terminology in oral or written formats. 
 

5. Examine and describe historical and contemporary developments, trends, materials, and 
approaches in drawing.  

6. Develop and express ideas and concepts through verbal and visual means. 
 

ART C231 – Painting II 

1. Exhibit intermediate knowledge of the applicable mediums of painting.  

2. Provide an objective verbal critique of a two dimensional painted project .  

3. Produce works that demonstrate a personal development in painting. 
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ART C240 – Ceramics II 

1. Manipulate plastic clay into predetermined and well designed forms.  

2. Create ceramic objects which exhibit an intention of design and which additionally exhibit 
some identifiably individual aesthetic and personal direction.  

3. Employ the methods of formulation of clay bodies, slips and engobes, and glazes which are 
necessary to complete and finish individually designed ceramic projects.  

4. Load ceramic pieces into kilns in a practical manner.  

5. Explain the theories of firing kilns which will result in bisqued ware, raku, and stoneware. 
 

ART C253 – Sculpture II 

1. Produce intermediate level sculpture projects using the basic tools and forming techniques of 
sculpture (manipulative, substitution, subtractive, additive, fabrication, assemblage etc.) in a 
safe and appropriate manner.  
 

2. Express intermediate aesthetic or conceptual intents in various three dimensional media that 
may include several of the following, but are not limited to: plaster, clay, wood, stone, glass, 
bronze, iron, steel, concrete and the use of digital technologies such as 3D printers and 
scanners.  
  

3. Display intermediate skills and craftsmanship in sculpture media using the formal principles of 
design and visual elements. 
   

4. Create intermediate sculptural works that demonstrate understanding of representational, 
abstract, non-objective, or conceptual imagery.  
  

5. Examine and describe historical and contemporary developments, trends, materials, and 
approaches in sculpture.   
 

6. Assess and critique intermediate sculptural works in group, individual, and written contexts 
using relevant critique formats, concepts and terminology. 
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